THE GATES OF ORION
HEAVENLY ZION PATTERN OF EARTHLY JERUSALEM
The purpose of these charts is to illustrate that the ORION constellation almost approximates the Gates of Jerusalem layout. It appears that the Earthly Mt. Zion, the City of the King is
laid out in astronomical and mathematical precision. It is no accident where the Gates are placed or where certain buildings or ‘Domes’ are erected. These alignments are taking into the
consideration the curvature of Earth and slight angular adjustment to reflect the approximate proportion of the star to gate correlation. These illustrations are based on the premise that there
is an overlay of ORION ley-lines, it appears that the focal point in the Dome of the Spirits strongly suggests is the actual spot of the Holy of Holies. It is from this point that the 1st and 2nd
Temples stood and the 3rd will also, if the ORION configuration is indeed the blueprint of the Celestial Zion on Earth. It is thus from this point of origin that ORION depicts a ‘prophetic
celestial clock’ of time intervals that are thus also aligned with the ORION ley-lines and angles. From the Dome of the Spirits, several coordinates are made to the respective Gates with some
amazing distance numerical values that are seen in the Bible, astronomy and mathematics. Does ORION encompass the True Heavenly ZION of YHWH or a similar layout in Heaven?

The Dimensions of Zion
ORION-JERUSALEM CELESTIAL CLOCK OF PROPHETIC TIME
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MUSEUM
.33 nautical miles
13° heading
365 smoots

MT. CALVARY
.72 kilometers
332° heading
420 smoots
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72°

DAMASCUS GATE
.33 miles
1776 arcseconds
1776 feet

LION’S GATE
.19 miles
.16 nautical miles
.333 yards
999 feet

33°
Mamilla
1.11 kilometers
269° heading
1212 yards
.69miles
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33°
NEW GATE

GOLDEN GATE

CHURCH OF
HOLY SEPULCRE

8,888 inches
.12 nautical miles
.23 kilometers

.32 miles

RUSSIAN CHURCH
88° heading
.32 nautical miles
.333 smoots

ZACHARIAH’S TOMB (STAR)
.13 arcseconds (ground length)
.22 nautical miles

JAFFA GATE
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.44 miles
.72 kilometers
23 arcseconds
420 smoots
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TRIPLE GATE
DUNG GATE
~13 arcseconds
~188° heading
.23 nautical miles
.44 kilometers

All distances are Map length unless
otherwise noted as Ground length.

11.33 arcseconds
.22 nautical miles

KIDRON VALLEY
.76 kilometers
444 smoots

ZION GATE
44 nautical miles
888 yards

HAGIA MARIA ZION
1000 yards
3000 feet
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TEMPLE MOUNT
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(OVERLAY)
HEAVENLY TEMPLE LOCATION?

SOME OBERVATIONS

(HOLY OF HOLIES)

YHWH
DOME OF SPIRITS

DOME OF SPIRITS TO DOME OF ROCK
.06 miles
316 feet
.1 kilometer

DOME OF SPIRITS
TO DOME OF AL-AQSA
.13 MILES

DOME OF ROCK TO DOME OF AL-AQSA
.9 nautical miles
.11 miles
188 yards
5.55 arcseconds (ground length)

DOME OF ROCK

The northern direction serves as the 12 o’clock station. The Galactic
Equator bisects just to west of the place of the Holy of Holes at the
tip of ORION’s Bow at the 72nd degree angle. The Jaffa Gate ~8pm,
corresponds to Betelgeuse and the Citadel of David at 9pm. This street
leads to the Arch of Wilson adjacent the Wailing Wall. The Damascus
Gate is at the 10pm station and corresponds to the angle of the Tomb of
Zechariah in the Kidron Valley. The Golden Gate is at the 3pm station that
is aligned with Rigal. The Arrow of ORION precisely bisects the place that
this chart strongly suggests is the actual place of Mt. Calvary where the
Cross was placed and Christ was pierced through with an ‘arrow’ or lance.
The Temple Mount‘s 3 Domes correspond to the Orion 3-star belt in angle
and proportion. Although the Dome of Al-Aqsa is not precisely pinpointed,
what determines the star-to-structure correlation is the length of the building that was a Church before the Muslim occupation of the Mount. With
such angles and distance correlations, it lends incredible support to the
supposition that the coming 3rd Temple has to be geometrically in line with
the sacred geometry of the entire ORION Gate theory. This would also
validate that the spot of the Crucifixion was at the 33rd degree from the
Galactic Equator-Damascus Gate angle.

ORION-JERUSALEM CELESTIAL STAR GATES

DOME OF AL-AQSA

DOME OF THE SPIRITS

3rd Temple

Based on the ORION-Jerusalem overlay of sacred astronomical
alignments and angles, the 3rd Temple necessitates that it be
geometrically and mathematically located at the Dome of the Spirits.
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